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IN US DISTRICT COURT
For the central district of IL
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http://www.ilcd.uscourts.gov 
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dated: 2/ 18 / 11                                      trial number: 10-2257
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ARGUMENT
In the paradigm that is law and truth, the essence of social justice.  

Establishing the framework that is then society at its most basic level of existence:
refers to the fact without law, there is only chaos.  That means for harmony and
peace to exist, the future to be sustained;   we MUST do our best to create and
perform the law,  by our truth as a nation, expressed in ways that honor reality..

This functional case for America and me/ establishing this,  redress of
grievances/ IS,  a constitutional guarantee to each citizen of this nation and state!
Which;  Gives the judiciary no cause or reason for interpretation of a law that is
plain and simple/ it is NOT discretionary, nor is it vague or insignificant.  Redress,
is the law of democracy, the foundation upon which we the people depend/ when
all else has proven to be contemptuous, lies, or against this society; by the
governing branch of our authority as a democracy/ the employees authorized to
work for us, and make decisions within the confines of our declared written
direction for the nation.   Whether by true intent or not, that we as a nation, are
failing:   the critical matter before us all is the health and sanctity of the nation, in
this trial the financial future itself of every child, and every life dependent upon
our choice.

  The constitutional LAW of redress,   says:    If we arise as “we the
people” under the law, rather than with weapons/   to discover and perform our
most basic test of ownership.  The right to say no more of this,  as we the people!  
Simply by our vote, for the nation itself/ rather than employees who work for us/
voting in our stead: then we gain the courtroom of redress.  We become the
owners as democracy allows.     That purpose being: to UNDERSTAND
WITHOUT THE CONSEQUENCE OF LIES, DECEIT, OR FAILURE; the truth
of our economic lives.   These, our employees DO OWE us all,  an accounting for
what they have done/ because the evidence is real, the cause is just.  And every life
including mine has been affected, when the reality of our currency comes under
the question of truth.   As owners, we demand the truth of our reality/ more simply
we/ I demand the clear and certain knowledge of what has been done to my
money, my future, my life, by the failure of our employees to properly adhere to
the constraints and purposes of constitutional instruction!  OR MORE
IMPORTANTLY, it has come to our attention as the people of this state or nation:
that the truth of what is or is not our securities, our work, our future, our nation,
our lives, our everything MUST BE KNOWN.  The trust is gone, which means
ONLY THE FACTS, will do/ guaranteed in a courtroom as true.  

 These things called money, currently represent our lives/ my life and future.
Therefore In its entirety, for the singular purpose of understanding the relationship
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we must own with our future:   because I like all other workers are expected to pay
with our lives/ with the sacrifice of our time/ with servitude, rather than choice.  If
the money is bad/ I shall NOT spend my life working for it.  If the money is bad
(undeniably without a base or substantial foundation, in reality) then I owe NOT
taxes paid to the employees who did choose to wreak and disgrace us all.  Redress
means we choose to know the truth and decide for ourselves as a nation, the
life we must or will lead. 

 Or more simply, this case represents the legal right to demand:   NO
MORE LIES, TELL US ALL THE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT T HE
TRUTH.   Reveal the entire economic structure and accounting for this
nation/ its states/ and its citizens.   I/ we demand to know it all, so that
whatever can be done: as is bankruptcy (the return of our money from those
called the rich) will be done.  Life is not a game/ and we are not your toys!

Redress, the foundation of law in support of democracy itself, allows “we
the people” to accelerate the legal question: DID OUR EMPLOYEES, disobey our
laws?   So that each may understand and form his or her own opinion as to the
duty we owe each other, this nation, and these children: to protect ourselves/ if it is
proven our employees rebelled; or just didn’t care enough to protect our lives or
economic future.  What we then do by vote among ourselves, as a nation:   shall be
our reward.  Either the repair and rebuilding of a future/ or its demise and failure
as a society.   Because that, will be our truth/ NOT the reality of leaders who have
forced us to fail.

  That is by its intent, clearly the purpose of redress of grievances: that we
should know/ through our day in court, the truth of our situation in this time; and
then choose the path we desire.  Rather than simply come to a day when civil war
is imminent.    Thereby the relationship we share with or without a future for our
lives; becomes our own decision, as a nation.  The review of our authority as a
democracy, is established by bringing the leaders to trial and accounting as is
necessary.  It is not too much to ask/ it is the law.  This is about our lives, future,
world, and children;  it cannot be less than our decision.  This is
DEMOCRACY:         “WE CHOOSE, to rule ourselves”!

THE DEFENDANTS

Each defendant represents a critical participation by our employees hired to
govern for us/ BY OUR DIRECTIVE:   to respect the framework and direction of
our government we as a nation,  have provided: the constitution/ bill of rights/ and
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declaration of independence.  Not a game, an oath is required; because this is a
contractual obligation.  Or more simply we give you the right to lead, BUT ONLY
under the true decisions and relationships produced as our true government:   the
documents which prove     OUR AGREEMENT, AND GUARANTEES:   TO
EACH OTHER.

The defense argues, that agencies and employees of our government are
generally entitled to “sovereign immunity”.  Therefore let us review what it is they
do claim:   sovereign means, from the legal dictionary “that which is preeminent
among all others.  For instance, in a monarchy, the king as a sovereign has
absolute power, while in a democracy, the people have sovereign power.”  
Immunity means, from a legal dictionary: “the right of exemption from a duty or
penalty....”.   From these true meanings of the phrase, we then understand that
what the defense suggests is:   that our employees are in fact our “kings”/ that they
need not be responsible to us, nor shall they be brought before us for the things
they do:   because they are “the special people”.  Unlike us, who must bear the
weight of their decisions on our lives.   But the word sovereign is laced with the
alternative as well which states: IN A DEMOCRACY, the people have
sovereign power!  The defense then proves EITHER:    Sovereign immunity gives
our employees the right to be king over us/ or sovereign immunity as a people
proves our employees shall be responsible to us, the people holding the power of
OUR DEMOCRACY, as owners!

Redress is not judgment/ that comes later!  Redress is our employees
SHALL GIVE ACCOUNT to the nation for what they have done.  While we all
hope, that each employee will be proven to have provided this nation with “the
best they could have done”.  The reality of this day demands:   WE MUST
KNOW, what has become our truth.  No more hiding, the truth and only the truth
as our contract with these employees defines.  Consequently I do not sue these
agencies/ RATHER I DEMAND of these agencies:   a clear and deliberate
accounting of all employees hired by the people of this United States democracy: 
shall give account of themselves/ and then be audited to reveal the truth.  That
audit shall be conducted by the defendants chosen/ and brought to this court of
redress by the people for their decision regarding the future of this nation.  This is
the owners/ telling the employees:    GIVE ACCOUNT of your work on our
behalf, that we may clearly see for ourselves.  If you are for us/ or against us, the
nation called America.  These things provide the government called democracy
with its authority called:    “We do,  rule ourselves”.  As to the cost of running “the
business of America”:   there is NO business that survives/ that from time to time
must have a thorough review of its financial position, a firm and clear knowledge
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of what is owned/ owed/ or expected.  
I am one man/ but not unlike an entire nation: does not the IRS come

deliberately to investigate me, if they so desire/ to penalize me/ to charge me with
interest and whatever they desire in a courtroom of law if they deem it necessary! 
The value of democracy is justice.  The value of equality is:   “If its fair for you/
then the same is fair for me”.  Or more simply: I clearly have a vested interest in
the financial realities of this nation/ I am clearly affected by our employees
stealing/ lying/ swindling/ or conceiving of ways and methods by which they can
hide the truth of what has or has not happened to the substance and value of the
money:   I SPENT MY LIFE to earn.   To wake up, and find the numbers
worthless/ IS NOT without a personal complaint and valid cause for redress and 
legal relief.  

The functional reality of a courtroom that continually declares “this is
unintelligible”/ searches for a place to hide.  The oath of office says:   you shall
defend the constitution/ that law, called redress reveals, NO LEGAL RIGHT to
run away or hide exists.  Rather you agreed in that oath to do what the law requires
you to do.  Redress, is the law!   The constitution holds jurisdiction over every
other construction of a legal right/ over every office/ over every complaint/ and
over every claim of immunity.  The constitution SAYS NOTHING, about our
representatives being immune from the guarantees proclaimed as law for our lives
as we the people.  The constitution takes away all intent of sovereignty by our
employees and casts them as employees INSTEAD of rulers, who dictate to us/
rather than are obedient to the oath they declare to protect and defend us by our
laws.

 The constitution recognizes the office of the chief executive/ currently
president Obama; as the primary representative of our employees (the CEO of our
business called, the governing of America).  The office,  most influential in
determining the decisions these employees created to affect our lives.  Other
presidents have affected us all, as well:    therefore, the  office or president;   rather
than the individual is summoned by redress.  Those actual decisions are called 
political issues:   but this is a legal issue: our right as owners, to be informed/ to
choose for ourselves as democracy provides.  To know and understand our
relationship with our nation/ our future/ our world/ and ourselves, cannot be
denied.  We are the owners/ you, are the employees.

  This is redress, the demand:   substantial and real evidence of failure and
lies exist.  Therefore we have lost faith, with simply believing in our employees,
and demand FACTS.    Therefore we should know, and demand whatever must be,
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so that we DO KNOW:   “what is behind closed doors”.  To see for ourselves what
is true or not true/ fair and justified, or not. In this financial reality, which does
impact and govern at least a part of our lives.  Thereby the president is called to
open ALL the hidden doors;  all doors of government influence or direction.   To
show us, in this demand of redress:   the foundation of our economy/ those
statistical realities,  upon which we all rely.  To reveal our future, in terms of
money, debt, and truth.

 That means: TO UNDERSTAND, we must know all the debts of the nation,
which does include personal/ business/ banking/......./ etc debts.   All of it/ so as to
understand our relationship with the numbers as individual workers expected
to pay these debts.   Do you not say, WE MUST PAY!  OUR RIGHT is absolute!  
But we also demand to know what is or is not foreign investment and ownership
within this nation:   WE DEMAND to know what of our nation it is, that our
employees have sold without our consent/ done without our laws/ or lied about
because they fear us not.  As is indicated by the word “sovereign immunity”: the
assumptions or actions of a dictator, rarely serve democracy, in any form!  Our
financial lives:   Which does include loans, pensions,  etc;  provided by our
citizens so that foreign individuals or companies can own our nation instead of us: 
shall be known.  As well as loans provided to us.  More simply:   we demand to
know everything financial, in the most plain and simple terms possible so that all
can understand the truth.  You and the employees under you:   will present that
information and detail every expense, in everything you present, so that none can
be fooled.   PLAIN AND SIMPLE, so that we all know:   is your job.

 The president shall provide instruction and orders to reveal,  every known
and hidden resource or liability;  personnel or employee of government; and
anything else/  as would further our understanding of the whole truth, in terms of
money! Of this nation called America.  We want everything, simple and plain.  As
this is redress:    as owners WE DO, HAVE A RIGHT/  it is our money & it is our
debts.  Thereby our right to know, without complaint is absolute.

  Redress asks to know what the liabilities and assets of this nation are, with
critical and real statistics and information: that does not hide the truth/  or in any
way jeopardize a true understanding by the majority of what is being said.  In other
words: make us understand our reality.  This is our government, and we demand
it/ IF YOU PLAY WITH US INSTEAD, we will show you prison.  You are, the
employees/ we are the owners, we are the government through our constitutional
documents: through our blood, bodies, sacrifice, and life lost.  As is the true
meaning of the word democracy:    WE THE PEOPLE.
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The defendant called the attorney general for this USA, is the legal
representative over-viewing all  the legal actions of employees in government, and
beyond.  Thereby the outreached arm of law for the nation that organizes the 
demand for the collection of real data, and the installation of justice, through the
disciplines of truth and  evidence/ as any courtroom must provide.  Thereby he is
responsible for the truth being presented to us, the people brought to testify/ the
search to identify and create knowledge.  The reality that none of our employees,
or any other,  shall be given the right called fifth amendment;   because we are a
people in “public danger” and we NEED THE TRUTH.  Is absolute,  Nothing
less will do/ all will answer, to the best of their ability.  All will experience the
punishment most fitting LIAR, TRAITOR, THIEF, TERRORIST(intentional
harm), or other;   against this nation.  If they fail/ the attorney general will enforce
this.. 

The defendant called the solicitor general represents the human arm for
collecting that information, or more simply the “pool of lawyers” commonly given
the individual job of enforcing the law, creating the case and presenting it to the
jury called “we the people”.   By working through the courtroom and producing
the reality of American justice, in government.  The enforcement of legal rights
and duties in a courtroom, belong to the judge.  But the truth of a lawyer is either 
aligned with the purposes of justice, and nation; or it is not.   We do hereby notify
every lawyer:   enforced by the potential demand of criminal intent: “do your job/
demand and obtain the truth,” for this nation.

The internal revenue service establishes the money of the people through
taxation;  by its collection practice.  Thereby giving support and affirmation to
those who have used our taxes to claim WE MUST PAY/ for whatever they
choose. 

 That too is a political statement UNTIL the spending of our money/  
becomes so grossly negligent, corrosive to life, and corrupt as to become the
instigator of lies/ theft, and cheating.  It is a lie to claim a debt is not inflation/
when it cannot be paid.  A potential criminal offense!   Therefore proof is
required, that the debts being proclaimed are in fact legitimate and real/ NOT
simply inflation hidden from sight by the lie, it is called debt.  That is the job of
the IRS: to find the money and explain the reality.  They are the accountants
who do collect the money. DO THEY NOT KNOW HOW TO FIND THE
MONEY?  Do they not search us?  We do not want the agencies who spend the
money guaranteeing their own numbers/ WE WANT PEOPLE who are suppose to
search for the truth in money: with penalties against them, if they fail us: we are
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the owners.  The IRS employees, are  NOT POLITICIANS per say, they are
financial investigators.  They work for us, & we own the numbers/ for this nation,
good or bad.  None can say, this is “private or beyond our ability or consent to
investigate or decide”.  That includes the military.  WE THE PEOPLE shall
decide!   Thereby the truth of what we can or cannot know/ or can or cannot pay;
is ours as a democracy in action.  Once that knowledge is collected and identified/
there job is done.  The IRS, SHALL  perform the accounting, and establish their
seal of accuracy.  What we do or do not have as options generated by these assets
and liabilities is ours to decide.   The IRS may enlist contractual help if needed, &
shall find and assist those who do/ by proving what is true or false: THEY ARE
the guarantor.  Because it is the IRS that holds us accountable;  as we the people/
therefore it is the IRS that we hold accountable as to the information we need to
know as our reality in currency, HOW MANY DOLLARS exist/ debts/ pensions; 
EVERYTHING:   the “promises we THE PEOPLE are expected to pay:     Our
employees  made against our lives”. 

 There will be penalties for failure to properly do your job, and report these
numbers.  Is that not so/ is that not fair, or equal treatment?  Every dollar DOES
represent the life, work, ability, and sacrifice of an individual/ with the resources
every child must have to survive in the future as well. Every dollar represents a
portion of my life spent, for someone else/ potentially STOLEN, by lies and
failure of our employees in government.  It is not a game. Actions taken by our
employees which fundamentally deteriorate or destroy the ability for this nation to
survive or function in the future:   IS A WAR, against me, and against us all.

THE LAW

Article 1, section 9 number 7  of the constitution states ...”a regular
statement and accounting of receipts and expenditures of all public money shall
be provided from time to time”.  Or more clearly because it is our employees that
have brought us under disrepute, and suspicions;   by the evidence conferred as an
era of doubt as to the truth of anything they say/ or the wisdom of anything our
employees do:   we NOW want to know everything. 

 For easier distribution:   put it on the internet and let us see where the
money has been spent in its entirety, along with ALL summaries fully explained. 
And where the money will literally and physically come from to pay these debts. 
That includes the impact these decisions shall have on the future of every child:
because without resources, we all die.  The debts of an entire nation/ every state/
and every reality of life in America  necessary to obtain a clear & full view of
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reality.  Is the demand here and now.  No room to trust exists:   WE WANT
FACTS, STATISTICS, EVIDENCE, AND SWORN TESTIMONY under severe
penalties of law/   you shall NOT lie to us.  The truth, and only the truth, NO
hiding/ no refusal/ no limits as to how far back if the people ask for clarity. 
REALITY REVEALED! 

 These defendants who do represent the official capacity for creating such
detail and the examination of facts/ opening doors and compelling people to obey:
are sued, by this democracy under redress of grievances:    for that purpose,  as is
consistent with their relationship to the constitutionally provided office they do
hold for the people.  The oath sworn to protect and obey the constitution itself/
thereby supporting and defending democracy:   which literally means, WE THE
PEOPLE     RULE OURSELVES/ you are the employees. 

Article 1, section 8 line 2 allows “to borrow money on the credit of the
USA” .   That is the law:  Yet this does not allow for the limits of that credit to 
exceed what will be, OR HAS become a reality that bankrupts us all.  In NO
possible interpretation does the constitution provide that right.

  The legal argument begins: WHERE THEN, IS YOUR RIGHT by law, to
bankrupt this nation?   A legal fact that must be established!   If we are bankrupt
or not, shall be established, in a courtroom.  Those responsible, do have some
immunities/ if their actions do not prove a clear intent to cause harm or establish a
treasonous result.  The penalties, or possibilities for that are decided by the people/
after the facts are discovered.

  Because bankruptcy means:   our employees,  now pay us with nothing but
numbers/ our members who trusted you, are liable for your actions.   The reality of 
 currency itself, MUST be proven with or without substance.   That is a fact, relied
upon by the numbers which represent a consistency of “a defined value/ per dollar/
per worker”.  It is the worker, that represents the money.  It IS a theft, a lie, and a
swindle of this people; if proven the numbers represent only fantasy and delusion/
a ridicule of our work/ a disrespect of my value as a worker.  Where is your
constitutional right to treat us all in this way/ to steal the value out of our money/
our expectation for the future?  Prove the constitution does not forbid it.

Article 1 section 8 line 6 establishes “ provide for the punishment of
counterfeiting securities and coins of the USA”.   Reality states, if proven
bankrupt: OUR EMPLOYEES, have been counterfeiting our money.  It is a lie to
call inflation a debt/ it is criminal intent to use that inflation in subterfuge, to buy
our property, withholding common knowledge that we are cheated.  Or more
simply this is inflation/ and we don’t get to participate!  If the numbers of our
currency are proven so extreme,   that no possibility of payment for these debts
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exists;   by the expectation of the people themselves.  THEN it was counterfeited
and stolen.   Payment for our work became a lie,  and our money (as life and
resources sacrificed) swindled from us; over years.  There must be a punishment
for that/ it is our working lives you stole, our families and future,  you influenced. 
Let the people decide for themselves.  By vote.

Article 2 section 1, line 7 states the oath of office of a president:   he
contractually agrees “I do solemnly swear...and will to the best of my ability,
preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the USA”.  Or more simply
that is his true job!  This legal redress of grievances according to the first
amendment/ according to guarantees given to me by the state of IL under their
constitutional mandate for redress of grievances, REQUIRES that this president be
involved and directly responsible for the gaining of information and the
presentation of justice as the people do so demand of his position called president. 
Each of these defendants, and whosoever else may be required, given that same
demand.  That is the job of every employee.  That is the right of owners, to be
informed by the evidence and foundations provided by truth:   there is no excuse. 

Article 3 section 2.1 “the judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and
equity, arising under this constitution...”  Or more simply there is NO
GREATER CASE, in legal or judicial terms than is the matter of
constitutional law presented/ and the entire foundation of currency or asset as
is this matter of debt for a nation.  The potential called LIES, against this people:  
which defy our direct intent for truth & knowledge:   as owners of our nation,
future, and lives.  Is not a game!   Behind, “closed doors hide the truth”/ therefore
the employees most likely to open those doors are assigned that duty.  Justice is
not a game/ it is the foundation upon which we gain the knowledge necessary to
protect and defend our own lives, our own nation, and our children’s future.  It is
our right, guaranteed to every citizen, including me.

 Does not the essence or wording of the preamble to this constitution declare
THIS SHALL BE SO!  Indeed it does.

Article 4 section 4     “guarantees to every state in this union ....and shall
protect them against invasion”...

We have in fact, by the most visible evidence:   been invaded with
counterfeit currencies (an inflation called a debt/ IS A LIE).  But even more
violent against our democracy is the taking of THESE claimed debts to make
a tiny few rich.  Access is denied to the masses!  Access exists only for a tiny
few to these numbers/ which become our debts.   Whereby those with access,  in
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turn:     have been buying up our foreclosed properties, which the failure to
regulate provided.  And they hand “we the people” the debt!  With our own
money: due to the failure of our employees/ this entire nation is being sold from
the people, to the few.  In FACT:   by the actions of our employees, these few
have or shall soon turn this nation into nothing more than “rich and poor”/
they own it all.  We will have nothing, because we cannot compete with people
who get “tons of free money”.  With the reality, WE/  are given the bill for this.
These are the debts YOU THE EMPLOYEES gave us/ the nation you stole from
us: by producing numbers so fanatical:   that the few,  could steal our homes, our
lives, and our future. 

 All the stimulus money and every other kind of “investment” created HAS
NOT ENDED WITH THE PEOPLE.   There is no such thing as “trickle down
economics”/ that’s just a con game.  Capitalism is built on supply and demand/
NOT invaders, who take our money, and give it to the rich. 

 Instead of helping us: this money is given to the rich/ they multiply it in
their banks by ten;   and with that free money (we are guarantors for), they are
taking everything from us.  A fact clearly establishing an invasion/ clearly NOT
within the intent, oath, or purpose of democracy.  It is a treason; because Our
lives, and our nation;   are being stolen.  Prove it is not so.  Being wrong is not
traitorous/ did not the rest commit to it as well.   But proving failure and refusing
to protect and defend this people instead, IS TRAITOROUS.  Or in more correctly
legal terms: there is no action/ no grievance supporting discrimination against we
the people greater than this.   Our wealth, our homes, our working lives, our
future, the children and the nation HAS BEEN redistributed to those who call
themselves “rich”!

Article 6 line 1   “All debts contracted and engagements entered into....shall
be valid against the United States under this constitution”.    That “demand for a
balanced and real budget”/   has not changed,  as a purpose of the constitution,
the law that governs our nation. 

  Or more simply this nation shall not steal, but do as it has declared it shall
do, is the constitutional mandate, or law governing the use of money in this nation.
 The fact however;   is our representatives have failed to abide, by this law.  And
they held the doors closed,  so that we cannot see.   Because they call it debt
instead of inflation.  Proving of  themselves, by those who participate directly; to
be without honor.
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This redress of grievances seeks to prove:   WHY did our employees fail to
obey this law?  This redress of grievances sues the office holders of our governing
body of employees:   our contracted business agents, to do the work we chose for
them to do/ under the direction of the constitution.    So that they shall be forced
to do their job and report to the American people the true and accurate state of
affairs, that this nation has become.  Review of the accounting claimed by
employees is common practice/ we are the owners, these are the employees.

Article 6 line 2.   “This constitution, and the laws of the United States
which shall be made in pursuance thereof; and all....shall be the supreme law of
the land; and the judges of every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the
constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding”.   The clear
demand:   ALL,   SHALL OBEY THE LAW!  Including every judge, there is no
interpretation otherwise, you shall obey the law.  Judicial review of every legal
proceeding is required to assign and assert:   ONLY THE TRUTH/ equal and fair
to all.

  Obedience to the constitutional first amendment called REDRESS:     is
NOT discretionary/ it is the law.  The law rules this land/ not the judge! 
Impediments NOT conducive or forthright with the purpose called justice (as are
many rules of the court)/ are hindrances thereto, and ought not be done. 
Assertions of ignorance, or frivolous, or other without merit: are criminally
contentious/ because such statements seek to reduce or destroy the guaranteed our
constitution provides to each and every citizen.   This redress trial seeks the
specific review of all financial activities of the entire federal organization called
the governing bodies of this United States of America.  Because you have lost our
trust/ you have removed my trust.  That is impossible to restore, without a true and
real accounting.  That makes the defense of this nation irrelevant, IF THIS IS
NOT, our true democracy built upon the foundations of truth, trust, reality, and
respect for the people themselves.  THAT is a true injury impaled upon this nation
and its people.  THAT IS SO REPUGNANT and vile against the nation itself/ that
we the people deserve to participate as equals, with me, in this trial to gain and
know the truth.  Thereby opening the doors to rebuild our reality, as truth.  NO
MORE FANTASY/ NO MORE DELUSION/ NO MORE EXPERTS:   we will
decide!

Amendment 4;   demands “the right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be
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violated...”
The evidence of financial devastation at the hands or because of the

hands or as a direct or indirect result of our employees hired to do the work
of regulating and governing the work of our nation is absolutely clear/ and
needs no further evidence applied.  It exists in everyday language and talk
throughout the nation.    The end result of this truth is well known!  Either
someone has to pay/ or every debt and the people who earned the money: WILL
BE LEFT BANKRUPT AS WELL.  That is of personal interest to us all!

We are attacked by debts which cannot be paid/ by lies which hide inflation
so that THE VALUE of,  all our property can be stolen/ a future is being lost, a
nation is being destroyed.  And a reality called weapons of mass destruction prove
we have lost control of our lives, and future.   Because the only use for these
weapons is TO KILL US ALL.   NOTHING ABOUT THAT    IS
DEMOCRACY:  A truth utterly repulsive within the intent and purpose of this
constitution for this USA.  In other words not only is our right to redress financial,
but does extent as an actual or imminent injury or death/ for us all.  OUR MONEY
IS OUR FINANCIAL  LIVES/ just as my money is a result of my time and efforts
surrendered for someone else.  I/ we have a personal stake in the outcome of value,
as is the truth called an American debt or currency or claim of responsibility. 
When you fail/ you cause us to fail.  When you refuse to obey the law and steal the
value out of our money/ that is fraud against the American people, at a minimum.

Amendment 7 “in suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall
exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved....”

This redress demands a trial by jury: WE THE PEOPLE, are that jury, as the
constitution provides!   Redress focuses the controversy of evidence/ the question
and reality of OUR financial  TRUTH as a nation:   upon our employees of
government who have by all appearances failed our nation and our lives.

This controversy extends to all citizens.  This controversy by the evidence
clearly available IS MORE THAN SUFFICIENT, to demand a courtroom and
deliver a decision called truth.   Let the employees  prove it is not so/ let them
prove what is true.  So says redress of grievances/ the final anchor, in times of
perceived crisis,  that provides the power of democracy:   the people themselves
shall decide.  They shall rule, the outcome!   What has become our slavery to
“worthless money”/ shall end.

Amendment 13 demands we shall not be slaves/ but if we are paid with worthless
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numbers; hiding the fact we are bankrupt.  THEN THAT is exactly what we are. 
Because at any moment of time: everything called currency, because it has no
value do to inflation:   can be recognized as worthless/ and thereby be taken away.
Exactly as if it had been stolen in any other way.

Amendment 14 the equal protection of the law, as is redress in proclaiming our
ownership of this nation.  The subsequent the reality of an oath as is sworn to
protect our nation:   by demanding from our highest ranking employees their 
contractual agreements to defend the constitution above all else.  Understands
there are no excuses.  We have standing in court.   We cannot be pronounced as
less than true participants, with an honest and real complaint.  That is within the
law/ the purpose/ the guarantees/ and the foundation of ALL federal and state
laws.  THIS CONSTITUTIONAL LAW called  Redress is the law/ for this land: it
is the defendant that must prove somehow my claim to the law guaranteed to me,
and to each and every citizen:   is somehow outside the jurisdiction of this court. 
That is impossible, because it is constitutional law.  One of the inherent and
undeniable foundations created for our independence, for our defense as a society
unto ourselves as rulers:   for our lives and our world/ by our design.   Redress
does not allow, for my personal decision.  Rather it’s implementation in this trial;
must go through the process of states and juries as outlined to create the specific
demand called WE THE PEOPLE, do declare, we shall have redress here!  That is
not generalized or personal/ that is democracy,  sufficient and valid;   to cause our
authority as a nation to be realized and obeyed.  Thereby the case of redress,  must
go forward, as indicated: which is the process of calling for an accounting/ by our
decision as a nation, state by state.   Until the decision of this people has been
realized.   No excuse exists to refuse/ the reality of our situation needs redress
NOW.  Or treason and open rebellion against our lives as a nation:   has been
proven without doubt.

This is not a game/ is there not more of the direction and purpose and power
of the people; as is our declared government (OUR AGREEMENT, THIS IS
WHO WE ARE) in the declaration or independence and bill of rights? 

 Without doubt there is, but the need for them here does not exist.   The law
and constitutional decree in support of that law;   which is the preamble to the
constitution itself is more than sufficient.  It reads: 

“WE THE PEOPLE of the United States, in order to form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of
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liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
constitution for the United States of America”

This is our government, because the words identified and proclaimed what
the people were willing to, and DID die for.  This nation does not exist without
them/ this constitution and its  companion documents, are the government we
agreed to.  The constitution which guarantees to me and to every citizen, the
guaranteed and inherent right of first amendment redress of grievances
 IS THE RELIEF I SEEK/ AND THE CLEAR JURISDICTIONAL
STATEMENT:   proving the court cannot deny.  Only the people can, in their
respective trials and arguments from state to state/ until a majority has formed, to
declare yes we will bring our employees to accountability or not/ by our
democracy, for ourselves. That is the power of democracy! That is imminently
within the scope and purpose of the constitution itself.  That is fundamentally the
purpose and power of the judicial branch, within a democratic government:   it is
the law!

Democracy is, a cause of action unto itself:  
 “ Which then gave the people their hope, and their acceptance within the

truth and possibilities of dying, sacrificing life and family and body or mind. For
these specific rights and protections as defined by law/ instead of power and a
gun”.  Democracy is the hope and purpose: we shall rule ourselves/ and redress is
the law which grants ownership, in times of crisis.  We are in or near crisis/ that
undeniable fact, presents this case beyond the conception of “me, an individual”/
and creates it as:   we the people, a citizen standing in the law, for this nation.

  For the simple and pure intent:     Give me, give US;    a life freed from
tyrants!   Or more simply: Those described by the words  “who were always
stealing their money/ lying about reality/ and cheating them out of their property
and right to defend themselves”.  

 Gee, “I wonder what sounds familiar about that here and now”?  Want to
guess.  I challenge you to claim this is an “abstract recitation”/ over dead soldiers!

CONCLUSION
WE MUST LEGALLY PROTECT OURSELVES!

Arrogance is never wrong in the mind of those who call themselves
powerful/ until dead..  The financial crisis of this day is plain and simple.  The
new expectation of increased debt for 2011 is $1.65 trillion dollars/ divided by 100
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million people that is $16,500 per each one of 100 million people.  BUT more
interesting than that is the claim of an federal economy which declares JUST the
federal employees shall, take/ borrow/ & spend $3.7 trillion dollars on our behalf:  
which equals  $12,000.00 per every single citizen of this nation.  Take a look at
your family/ your workplace/ whatever and KNOW:   a tiny few people have
decided, that they will spend your money, “because they know better, than you”. Is
that not communism? The question is:   does a 14 trillion dollar GDP represent a
fantasy or not?  14 trillion divided by 309 million people (every US citizen)
divided equally= $45,307.44 per each baby/ prisoner/ elderly, sick,
unemployed, ETC.    TAKE A LOOK AROUND you, and ask yourself if this is
real!  If real, consider the resources being lost/ the future dying before your very
eyes, because without resources we are dead, and so is your child!  If it is not real,
where does the delusion begin?  Who, is responsible for counterfeiting these
numbers?  One large answer is:   that “wall street” creates its own counterfeit
money/ with margin buying.  Buying on margin means: give us one dollar, and we
will let you buy ten dollars worth of stock (inflate the pyramid of our schemes).  
Or more simply, the stock market creates “its own money”/ which it then uses to
pay its bills/ increase its value/ and influence business and industry as if it were
US currency. Unlike a normal gambling casino, that counterfeit nine dollars;  
affects business, securities, real estate,  and investment throughout America and
the world.  ITS NOT “real money”/ which means, then it has to be “counterfeit”.

There are consequences to taking back our democracy.  There are realities
of economic turmoil that we cannot avoid.  BUT THE TRUTH IS, unless we deal
with this before everything gets much worse/ while we still have a chance to
resurrect ourselves from complete chaos:    We won’t survive.  That is an injury
we CANNOT afford to accept.  Once past the point of no return, chaos as in civil
war/ as in violence and rape/ as in a government torn into shreds, because no one
is listening/ as in the police and courts are worthless, because no one believes in
them anymore.  All come, and more. 

 There is no more running away; if you want this nation to survive!  Its not a
game.  This is a trial to begin the process of WE THE PEOPLE, will be returned to
us.   We,  Shall decide for ourselves.  Nothing more, and nothing less than truth
and democracy is a short and plain concept of what the court can do for me/ and
for us.   This lawsuit cannot create economic harm or other, because it is NOT
powerful in or of itself: this lawsuit can only demand truth and accountability. 
The consequences of that, have been determined by others over decades.   THIS
lawsuit represents   OUR DEMOCRACY,    As the legal power residing in the law
called redress: to assert ownership/ and do what needs to be done, when our
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employees have failed us.  Whatever comes beyond that, is entirely the truth and
consequence;    of choices YOU or your leaders have made.  Not me.  I simply
choose, to believe in democracy and law.  I simply demand the law, that our
constitution provides.  Your reality, your choice and decision establishing what
you will do with that;   is your own.  You earned the crisis/ or your leaders bought
it for you;     you must earn the solution and resolve to let truth decide to fix it:   
one or the other.  This court is the way.  That is your decision, I have spent my life
working for better; saying to many: “we will all have to pay for these decisions”/
and none cared.   YOU have brought yourselves, to whatever trouble can come. 
YOU WILL decide for yourselves, if you desire a future as life or nation or world;  
or not.  That is something only:    we the people,  as a true majority can give to
ourselves/ by the choices you will now make.  Every vote means something! 
USE YOURS WELL.

Understand this as well: IT IS the responsibility and duty of a judge, to
adhere to the law/ and provide to me this constitutional demand our agreement as a
democracy forces him to accept.  Because the law demands it, not me or the judge; 
this is not a game/ it is the law.  That means a judge who accepts the burden of
being servant to the law, IS ACTUALLY immune from the consequences that law
creates.  It is the law that decides, not a judge/ UNLESS he or she fails to obey the
truth:   our laws, ARE our rulers.

  A population is never secured, unless they defend themselves.  Redress
is that law, “OUR DEFENSE”/  without weapons.  Created and maintained so
that war need not come.   Redress,  is our civil disobedience, against those who
would rule our lives instead of serve us/ it is our return to democracy, against
those who have stolen it from us.  Without weapons of war:  to preserve and return
this nation to the path we have chosen for ourselves:   THE LAW rules us/ not
people.      In more simple terms: that, is called 

DEMOCRACY!

Procedural question

The path most conducive to establishing, the base requirements of a judicial
oversight/ during this redress; process of democratic actions:   as is the need to
create “majority rule, by federal court jury decision”.  OUR  MANDATE of
democracy, to the judiciary of this UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, or any
individual state is:   One of procedural certification.  Of this question, and its
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answers:   created and established by jury decision, is in part the need to follow
constitutional protocol.   Which means: Redress by law is:    WE THE
PEOPLE!   Neither  me or this court/ can require redress against the nation or
state.  Rather as a legal citizen, I am instead:    allowed to raise the initial question
of redress.   Only the jury is allowed to establish the cause/ and thereby create the
question to be certified by and through our district federal courts.  Majority shall
rule.

  Each state, has the right of enforcement, that only a citizen, who has
applied for this jury by simply putting in their own name.  By living therein/ being 
selected by lottery, with only the restriction of age.  These  shall have the right to
participate in a redress jury within “the state of their legal residency”.   The time
limit is determined by the rules certification/ from the supreme court: to be filed
within a state in 45 days.  With docketing and trial of the case to be within 30 days
subsequent. 

 Each and every district court in the nation CAN: by citizen request, “filing
this trial transcript/ with appendix”.  The plaintiff who successfully files;   may
provide their  own supplemental brief/ IF they so choose.   This supplemental
brief,  is submitted as an auxiliary consideration/ and dealt with separately.   Jury
trial and participation:   create and allow for;   “we the people”questions;   not
entertained in the originating transcript.  These SHALL be submitted to the nation
as presented and asserted to be “necessary”;   by this state presenting them, and
their respective majority. 

There shall be  no alteration of content, between the various districts of a
state/ if it is approved by jury: this state shall add that to its combined decision.  
Thereby  nothing is left unturned;   by this redress decision.   Every concern
confined to the basic fundamental of this redress trial:   shall be dealt with. 

 BUT ONLY one trial per federal district court, IF a citizen does indeed file
for that trial to occur.  Majority rules the state/ just as the states rule the nation.  

When this decision is certified by the state court jury trial decisions: “yes or
no”. Majority rules/ a tie means you have lost your say.  The judge has no say/ the
jury decides!  Then redress trial  is either upheld by this state for the nation or 
dismissed.   If accepted by a majority of states, actual trial of our employees is
ENLARGED, to include the entire nation as plaintiff/ the employees of our nation
as defendant:   and the US SUPREME COURT as the purveyor of what shall then,
immediately become, “a trial of our democracy in action”.  The reality of our
ownership, as we the people, proven true!

The authority of we the people to govern ourselves/
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CANNOT BE DENIED!  But by ourselves.  We are, the
owners!

IN US DISTRICT COURT
For the central district of IL
201 S. Vine,   Urbana IL 61801
http://www.ilcd.uscourts.gov 

James F. Osterbur 
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph IL 61873

Vs.
United States of America
Internal Revenue Service/ dept of the Treasury; 1500 Pennsylvania ave NW   DC 
20220
the Solicitor General   ROOM 5614, Department of Justice, 
950 Pennsylvania ave, NW   Washington DC 20530-0001 

the Attorney General   US dept of Justice 10th and Constitution avenues NW
Washington DC 20530

the President Barrack Obama;   1600 Pennsylvania ave NW , DC 20500

dated: 2/ 18 / 11                                      trial number: 10-2257

PROOF OF SERVICE

IT IS HEREBY DECLARED,   I, JAMES F. OSTERBUR HAVE MAILED
A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY OF THESE COURT FILINGS, to each of the
addresses listed here;  WITH THE PROPER POSTAGE by placing these letters in
first class US MAIL POSTAL SERVICE/,     ON THIS DAY.

                                     Plaintiff response to clarify

 Additionally in conjunction with the above defendants and their addresses one
copy is sent to the court and the US ATTORNEY.
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US attorney for the central district of IL  
DAVID H. HOFF   201 S.  Vine st.   Suite 226  ste 218  Urbana IL 61802 / us
attorney


